


Reaperzclub is a collection 
of 4,000 randomly 
generated NFTs in the 
cardano blockchain with 
over 150+ traits. 
Our goal is to be the most 
significant blue chip project 
in the cardano space! 
We would like to present 
you our plans made by our 
team! 



We were working with our artist day by 
day to provide you the first series of our 
Reaperz. 
Deciding on 150+ traits were a challenging 
task but all in all I'm sure we could make 
traits for many diferent taste. 

 
I'm sure everyone knows that the art is 
not everything in a good project, we also 
would like to add utilities to make value 
to our project and make the best 
community that has ever existed! 
I remember each of you who were with 
us from the begining and thank you for 
everyone who give us trust and staying 
on our side. 



 
We made 10 reaperz 
phone necklaces to 
giveaway 10 real 
Iphone for each 
reaperz phone trait nft 
you own. 
 
The team will also 
make high quality 
phone cases with your 
nft to keep your phone 
safe! 



 
After our first Reaperz CNFT drop we will present our blue 
chips which are called 
Life essence.These potions will be part of the Reaperz Club 
series that will be realeased one months later after our 
first reaperz will be minted. 
Reapers are collecting ingredients 
from lost souls to make themselfs come back to life and 
return to their original human form or transorm into 
 something even darker and scarier. 

Life essences will have 3 rarities.You 
will need a Reaperz Club NFT and the 
life essence to transform!Your original 
reaper will remain but your life 
essence will break down after the use. 
 
Life essence will be airdopped to 
holders with each 3 Reaperz they 
own, and the remaining will be 
minted. 



 
We are rewarding our holders with special discord 
rank, to gain it you have to hold atleast 1 reaperz 
NFT and you will get a whitelist spot to mint the 
Life Essence drop we release! 
We will also airdrop among them randomly with 
unique gifts to keep them hydrated! 
The more NFT you hold the higher the  
chance for the airdrop! 
 
We will also handling out  
more discord ranks : 

ReaperzHolder: 1-4 NFTs 
GoldenReaperz: 5-9 NFTs 
DiamondReaperz: 10+ NFTs 
WhaleReaperz: 30+ NFTs 



We spend royalties to keep 
our nft prices high and to 
support the charity which will 
be choosen by our 
community, we also finance 
the upcoming reaperz drops 
and our future giveaways to 
make it worth being the part 
of our community. 
 
The remaining amount will 
be distributed among our 
rarest nft holders! 



 

CONTENT OF THE REAPERZ PAPER IS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE IF THERE IS 
A NEED FOR IT!WE WILL INFORM 

EVERYONE ON OUR DISCORD IF THAT 
HAPPENS. 


